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Overview of the lectures

- 1: Ethiopian languages: An introduction

- 2: Defining (and contested) features of the Ethiopian Linguistic Area

- 3: Shared lexicalisation patterns and potential avenues for future resarch

- 4: Shared multifunctionality (‘like’ as purposive marker)

- Focus on Areality
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Today’s topic

In many Ethiopian languages

- Non-deictic similative morphemes (‘like’) or nouns meaning ‘manner’ or 
‘type’ mark the standard of comparison in similative constructions, i.e. John 
swims like a fish

- and:

- The same morphemes mark certain temporal clauses, complement clauses and, 
most strikingly, purpose clauses.

- The use of these non-deictic similative morphemes as quotatives (i.e. as 
morphemes introducing direct speech) is notably absent, as e.g. in

- I asked Dave if he wanted to go, and he’s like, no way! 
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Features of the Ethiopian Linguistic Area

- Phonological features

- Grammatical features

- Lexicalisation patterns

- Today: Shared multifunctionality

- Two or more grammatical functions are expressed by the same morpheme.

- Specific function bundles are shared across languages in a contiguous zone.

- The areal trait ‘like’ as markers for complement and purpose clauses was 
initially proposed by Crass & Meyer (2008), checked for Yemsa and Bench 
(Omotic) by Rapold & Zaugg-Coretti (2009) and investigated in more detail in 
Treis (2017).

- Also see Lameen’s lecture on cofunctionality.
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Overview of Lecture 4

- Part 1: Overview of (some of) the functions of the enclitic morpheme =g 
‘manner; like’ in Kambaata

- Part 2: Survey of the distribution of the similative-purpose multifunctionality
across other Ethiopian and cross-border languages
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Background on Kambaata

- Exclusively suffixing

- Agglutinating-inflectional with many portmanteau morphemes

- Consistently head-final (in the sentence, clause, noun phrase …)

- Elaborate case system (from an African, not a world-wide perspective):

- 9 nominal cases

- 5 open word classes: Nouns, adjective, verbs, ideophones, interjections
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=g- in similative constructions

- =g marks the standard of comparison (translated as ‘like’)

- =g encliticizes to a genitive noun; is itself case-marked (nominal origin!)

- {Standard phrase} is an adverbial modifier to the predicate

- Comparee is marked for different cases, depending on its syntactic function, SBJ in (1), OBJ in (2)
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=g- as manner nominalizer

- =g is of nominal origin (< ‘manner’)

- Cf. Sidaama gará (m.) ‘manner, way of doing something’ (Gasparini 1983: 114)

- In synchronic Kambaata, there is no cognate independent noun.

- Nominal origin reflected in its synchronic use as manner nominalizer

- Kambaata has several nominalizers of (demonstrative) pronominal and nominal origin

- Compare place and manner nominalizer:
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=g- as manner nominalizer
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=g- as manner nominalizer

- =g is attached to any type of modifier phrase for the purpose of nominalization:

- ‘[adjective] manner/way’, 

- ‘manner/way of [(pro]noun]’

- ‘manner/way that [relative clause]’

- Manner nominalizations can be marked for any case, depending on their syntactic function
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=g as similative standard marker

- Manner noun > Manner nominalizer > Marker of similative standard

- Manner nominalization function preceded function as similative 
standard marker

- =g can no longer be translated as ‘manner, way’ in certain contexts

- ??Mountain goats eat grass and leaves in the same way as domestic 
goats.
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=g as marker of similative clauses

- Similative constructions can have a clausal standard

- =g is then found clause-finally, the clause ends in a relative verb (recall ex. 8)

- As seen in many of the following examples: all =g-marked clauses end in relative verb forms. 
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=g as equative standard marker

- Kambaata makes no distinction between similative and equative constructions (like many 
languages of the world).

- ‘He is as tall as you.’ = lit. ‘He is tall like you.’
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=g as marker of accord clauses

- Accord clauses are illocutionary adverbials (Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998: 320). They do not 
modify the main clause but the utterance and can be considered metalinguistic comments on 
the content of the main clause.

- Kambaata makes no formal distinction between similative and accord clauses (or between
accord phrases and similative phrases).
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=g as marker of examples

- =g ‘for instance, for example, such as’
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=g as marker of role phrases

- Role phrases (or “functives” in the terminology of Creissels) are phrases that “express the role 
or function in which a participant appears” (Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998: 321), e.g. as your 
teacher, I am telling you …
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=g as marker of temporal clauses

- =g marks temporal clauses that express immediate anteriority (‘as soon as’)

- In this function it requires a perfective relative verb. 

- The use of ‘like’ in temporal clauses is quite common cross-linguistically (cf. use of comme for 
temporal clauses in French), in the Ethiopian Linguistic Area ‘like’ is often only used for a 
temporal clause subtype.
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Ambiguities

- There are contexts where =g can be interpreted in two different ways, e.g. as accord clause
marker and as immediate anteriority marker:
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=g as marker of purpose clauses

- Kambaata has several purpose clause-marking strategies (Treis 2010), a common strategy in 
different subject contexts and the only possible strategy in negative contexts is to use a =g-
marked relative clause.

- The verb in the purpose clause is either in the imperfective or unmarked for aspect.
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=g as marker of complement clauses

- =g can mark clauses that serve as core arguments of the verb

- Object complement clauses are marked for the accusative case.
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=g as marker of complement clauses

- =g can mark clauses that serve as core arguments of the verb

- Object complement clauses are marked for the accusative case.

- Subject complement clauses are marked for the nominative case and trigger 3m agreement on 
the verb.
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Insubordinate =g-marked clauses as exclamations

- Exclamations of surprise, appreciation, disapproval = insubordinate subject complement
clauses (i.e. complement clauses without a main clause).
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Overview of all 
functions
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Overview of all the functions
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- =g covers a wide range of functions

- Origin: noun meaning ‘manner’ 

- Grammaticalized into a standard marker in similative and equative constructions, as marker of
similative and accord clauses, and of temporal clauses. (= grammaticalization chain which is
widely attested world-wide, see e.g. Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998).

- Grammaticalization of similative morphemes into complement clause markers is also widely
attested, but they are often assumed to go via an intermediate quotative stage. The use of =g as
quotative is not attested (and can be excluded).

- Cross-linguistically unusual is the use of ‘manner’ or ‘like’ as purpose clause marker. There are 
some attested cases (e.g. Jenny 2017 on Mon).

-  How widespread is this cross-linguistically unusual similative-purpose multifunctionality
in Ethiopian (and neighbouring) languages?



Central and Highland East Cushitic
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- All Central and Highland East Cushitic 
languages use ‘like’ to mark purpose 
clauses.

- Only certain subgroups have cognate 
‘like’ morphemes, i.e. the morpheme 
itself is often not shared but the 
multifunctionality is shared.



Lowland East Cushitic
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- The use of ‘like’ as purpose clause 
marker in Lowland East Cushitic 
languages is restricted to Oromo, 
Somali, Tunni, Afar.



Ethiosemitic
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- In Ethiosemitic, similative-purpose 
multifunctionality is restricted to South 
Ethiosemitic and the liturgical 
language Geez.



Omotic
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- In Omotic, similative-purpose 
similarity is restricted to the Ometo
cluster and Yemsa, while the Omotic
languages in western Ethiopia do not 
display this feature.



“Nilo-Saharan”
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- Berta is the only “Nilo-Saharan 
language” with similative-
purpose multifunctionality.
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Summary
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- The typical most unusual similative-purpose multifunctionality is restricted to fairly central areas 
in the Ethiopian highlands.

- Core of the area: South Ethio-Semitic, Highland East Cushitic, Central Cushitic, Oromo (Lowland 
East Cushitic), Yemsa, Ometo branch of Omotic.

- In addition: attested in the liturgical language Geez (Semitic), in Somali, (marginally) in Afar 
(Cushitic) and possibly in Berta (Nilo-Saharan).

- Similative-purpose multifunctionality is not inherited from an earlier stage of the languages 
because related languages outside of Ethiopia or at the fringes of the country do not have the 
feature. 

- There is no evidence of matter borrowing across genetic groups, the widespread 
multifunctionality must be a result of multifunctionality replication.

- The most grammaticalized morphemes are found in South Ethio-Semitic and (probably) Central 
Cushitic. In Highland East Cushitic and Omotic, some languages still use the standard marker of 
similative construction as a full noun meaning ‘manner’ or ‘kind’ or their similative morphemes 
retain nominal features.



Buná angó!
(Let’s drink coffee!)
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bun-á a<n>g-ó
coffee-M.ACC drink<1PL>-JUSS


